
LIVE SOCIAL \ BE SOCIAL

THE ULTIMATE SOCIA\TEL EXPERIENCE GUIDE
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so-cial-tel
/ˈsōSHəˌtel/
Noun

To bring people together, provide unique experiences

and create unforgettable memories. 
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LIVE SOCIAL \ BE SOCIAL : LIVE IN THE MOMENT \ BE IN THE MOMENT
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AT SOCIA\TEL, THERE IS ONLY ONE RULE.

LIVE SOCIAL. BE SOCIAL. THE END.



COME GET A SOCIAL(TEL) EXPERIENCE.
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SOCIAL  ON
Live the Social(tel) Life

At Socia\tel we realised that the hotel industry

was missing something, something that would turn

an ordinary holiday into an extraordinary one.

What's the point of enjoying a hotel

if there's no one to enjoy it with?

By incorporating all the great social aspects of a hostel

and housing them inside our unique, purpose-built hotel,

we've created an experience like no other.

So if you love partying at beach clubs,

finishing that last minute report with a cocktail

on a rooftop bar, experiencing some new cuisine

or enjoying an after-hours cocktail

at a secret spot...then what are you waiting for?
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SOCIA\TEL EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE IS THE NAME OF OUR GAME,

SO WE'VE PULLED OUT ALL THE STOPS.

CHECK IN COCKTAIL PLEASE
Yep that's right! Check In

at our Bar\Reception
Hybrid for a welcome like no other.

The welcome drink is on us ;)

ELEVATE YOUR GAME
Head up to our

rooftop bar / co-working space.
Elevate, to relax, get some work done

and meet some new people.

ONE MORE NIGHT
With our very own IV Bar

your hangovers will be a thing
of the past, and leave you wanting more!

GOT THE MUNCHIES?
With a range of di�erent eateries

and cuisine, our F&B outlets
will keep you well fed
and asking for more!

SLEEPSCAPE
Your choice between Private

or Social Dorm rooms will mean
your brief escape from the party

will be a refreshing one.
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TOURS, TOURS TOURS!
Want to explore the area?

Our handcrafted tours are geared
to providing you with a day out

that you'll never forget.

CHILLAX
We do love to party,

but we also like to kick back
and relax. Take a dip in the pool
or relax in the sky. Our facilities
are perfect if you're looking to

relax and take it easy.

RETOX
Head over to our beach club,
Sandbox, for pool party vibes.

We take full responsibility
for your total enjoyment!

WHAT'S ON?
With daily events and parties,
we've provided you with the

best entertainment you could ask for.
Keep an eye on our event boards and

make sure you don't miss out.

AFTER-HOURS
Looking for something

a little more secluded or forbidden?
The Powder Room
is the place for you.

With signature cocktails and
laid back elegance, this speakeasy

will be the talk of your trip.



PEOPLE
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PARTY
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EAT



ADVENTURE
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From the moment you arrive, the Socia\tel experience
engages you with its hybrid Bar\Ception, making the

check-in experience a memorable one. Take care of
the essentials and learn about all of Socia\tel's top
notch facilities from one of our knowledgeable and

friendly sta� members, with a beverage in hand!
Our bar\ception is certainly not your standard lobby,

so drop your bags in your room, and get straight
back downstairs to get your holiday started!

  OPENING HOURS
FOOD: 11.00AM - 11.00PM

DRINKS: 11.00AM - 2.00AM
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BAR  CEPTION
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                               Start your day with a specialty co�ee,
                               the only Grind available at Social\tel.
                               Grab a pick-me-up in preparation for
                               a day of adventure or for the
                               necessary buzz for your night.
                               Serving fresh co�ee & tea, pastries,
                               pies and ice cream. What more could
                               you want to get you going!

                               OPENING HOURS
                               8.00AM - 6.00PM



THE place to be on Chaweng Beach.
Sandbox brings you the biggest and best daytime

pool parties. With the sun beating down,
our beach club jewel is the only place you’ll want to be,

so grab a cocktail (or 2) and JOIN US.
We’ll bring the daytime party atmosphere,

you bring yourself!

OPENING HOURS
2.00PM - 11.00PM
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Hangovers? Not at Socia\tel. The Drip Bar
is our very own IV station that will have you
re-energised for the night ahead. With a range
of di�erent treatments/options, The Drip Bar
will be your savior and the best way to
refresh and get you back to enjoying your
holiday!

OPENING HOURS
10.00AM - 8.00PM

THE
DRIP
BAR
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   Your rooftop oasis awaits.
   During the day, this stunning spot
   is the perfect place to get some
   work done thanks to our co-working
   space, or a nice getaway to relax
   and recharge with the help of our
   healthy snacks, smoothies and food
   bowls. No rooftop spot would be
complete without a sunset happy hour, so come and join us
at Elevate for some unmissable sunset views,
great drink specials, and even better vibes.

OPENING HOURS
11.00AM UNTIL SUNSET
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Shhhh, don’t tell anyone, but you’re
invited to Koh Samui’s first and only
Speakeasy. Our after-hours hideout is a
truly unique experience. Handcrafted
cocktails, top shelf liquor and the feeling
of forbidden indulgence; Social\tel's
Speakeasy will easily top the highlight list
of your holiday.

OPENING HOURS
11.00PM - 5.00AM
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TOUR DESK
As much as we love seeing your shining faces at the hotel,
we also want you to get out and explore the local area! So if
you're looking for some handcrafted adventures, we've got
you covered. Head over to our Tour Desk where our
Adventure Guru's will be able to find something that fits your
desires. From island hopping to city tours, boat parties to
cooking classes; We've got the right adventure for you....
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PRIVATE ROOM
Need a little escape? Our private rooms

are your very own haven after a busy day
or an amazing night out.

Our comfy beds, ensuite bathrooms,
and excellent working spaces, mean you’ll

really feel like this is your home away from home.



SOCIAL DORM
If you’re looking for a truly social experience,
look no further. Socia\tel's dorm rooms are the
place to be. With comfy dorm beds, an ensuite
bathroom/shower, privacy curtains and
awesome WIFI,  dorm life doesn’t get any better.
Yes, there’s 100% room for activities! 
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